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BIG QUESTIONS

• Can you summarise 
what happens in 
‘Skellig’ by David 
Almond?

• How do characters 
develop in ‘Skellig’?

• How does the author 
use language to 
present a given 
character?

• How does ‘Skellig’ fit 
within the narrative 
arc?

• What aspects of a 
writer’s craft make a 
successful story?

• What are the various 
features of a poem?

• How does a poet use 
language to present 
meaning in a poem?

• How does William 
Blake’s poetry 
connect with 
‘Skellig’?

‘SKELLIG’ – KEY CHARACTERS

Michael: Michael is the protagonist of the 
story. He deeply cares for his new-born 
sister, whose critical condition depresses 
him. Moreover, he is troubled by the recent 
move to a new house and his discovery of a 
homeless man in his garage. He has a kind 
heart and nurtures Skellig by bringing him 
food, drink and medication.

Skellig: Skellig’s nature is gradually – but 
never completely – revealed. In the 
beginning, he is depicted as a pale, homeless 
man. Skellig has a close connection to the 
owls and the spiritual world. His wings 
indicate he is an angel but he never 
confirms this.

Mina: Mina meets Michael soon after he 
moves to the neighbourhood. A cheerful, 
spiritual girl, she always tries to lighten 
Michael’s mood.  She observes things 
around her carefully and has a keen 
interest in birds, considering them a symbol 
of freedom. Her bond with Michael becomes 
so strong, she only has to look at him to 
know what he’s thinking.

CONTEXT

Genre: magical realism

Setting: a real, earthbound location – a 
dilapidated house with a collapsing garage.

Mythology: the story builds on mythology 
connected with Celtic and ancient Irish 
legend. The name Skellig derives from rocky 
islands off the coast of Ireland called the 
Skelligs. 

The largest such island is called Skellig
Michael and in Skellig, the protagonist is 
named Michael. Named after the archangel 
Michael, the island is home to the ruins of 
an ancient Christian monastery. 

The Skellig islands are also famously home 
to two large groups of migratory birds; 
birds and wings are major motifs in this 
story.

THEMES: central ideas in a text. 

 Life and death
 Faith
 Change
 Nurturing and care
 Coming of age

POETRY

Dating pre-1800: 

William Blake’s poetry focuses on ideas of 
innocence and experience. There are strong 
images of nature and a connection with the 
spiritual world as well as a rejection of 
traditional schooling. Blake saw traditional 
schooling as a restriction of creativity.

Mina, in ‘Skellig’ is a great fan of William 
Blake and makes many references to his 
poetry, both for its nature and rejection of 
traditional schooling.

William Wordsworth’s poetry strongly 
focuses on an appreciation of nature. Nature 
is seen as a healing force that brings clarity 
to the mind.

English Sets G, 1, 2
Poetry and Prose

Year Group: 7
Term: 3



Homework Links 

Key Vocabulary

Key Knowledge

Narrative voice
The point of view a text is told from.

Narrative arc
How a plot progresses.

Theme
The main ideas emerging from a text.

Setting
The surroundings and location of a story.

Atmosphere
Tone and mood of a place, situation or piece 
of creative work.

Mood
Evoking certain feelings in readers through 
words and descriptions.

Connotation
An idea or feeling which a word invokes for a 
person.

Symbolism 
An object or word to represent an idea.

Motif
A recurrent image, symbol or idea.

Sensory / senses
References to sight, sound, smell, touch, 
taste.

• Context:
Circumstances forming the background 
of a text.
• Enjambment:
When one line of a poem runs onto the 
next without any punctuation.
• Juxtaposition:
contrast
• Semantic Field:
A group of words which link to a topic.
• Structure:
The organisation and layout of a text.
• Syntax:
The arrangement of words and 
phrases.

• Research the topic of angels. 
What are people’s beliefs about 
them?

• What views did William Blake 
hold about nature and schooling?

• Explore the connections 
between Mina in ‘Skellig’ and 
William Blake, the poet.

Key Knowledge

Emotive language
Language which evokes feeling from the 
reader.

Repetition
When a word or phrase is given more than 
once.

Stanza
A group of lines in a poem.

Rhyme
The repetition of the same or similar sounds.

Rhythm
The rhythm and pace of a poem.

PETA

P: Make a point that answers the 
question.

E. Prove it with evidence and 
explain your thoughts.

T. Identify a technique or a key 
word.

A. Analyse the technique and 
explore the effect on the 
reader.

GOMASSIVE 

Group of three: brave, adventurous, 
bold.

Onomatopoeia: pop, bang, smack,

Metaphor: the train was a bullet.

Alliteration: the deathly dunes in 
the desert.

Simile: the sun was a like a ball of 
fire.

Senses: sight, sound, smell, touch, 
taste.

Imagery: the ocean was emerald 
green.

Vocabulary: scary > sinister.

Emotive language: the donkey was 
whimpering in fear.

English Sets G, 1, 2
Poetry and Prose

Year Group: 7
Term: 3



BIG 
QUESTIONS

• Can I identify 
explicit and 
implicit 
information?

• Can I form an 
opinion on a text?

• Can I recall and 
sequence 
information 
accurately?

• Can I make 
inferences based 
on the evidence in 
a text?

• Can I compare 
texts effectively?

English Set 3
AQA Step Up to English 

Year Group: 7
Term: 3 Homework Links 

Key Vocabulary 

Comparison: to find 
similarities / differences 
between two things
Evidence: facts that prove 
something to be true
Opinion: a view about 
something
Chronological: following the 
order in which events happened
Pattern: a regular form in 
which the way events occur
Organised: arranged in a clear 
way
Summarise: Give a brief 
statement of the main points.

• Read a fiction book of your 
choice and write down five 
key things you learn about 
the main character. Write 
down what you thought of the 
character overall and explain 
why.

• Write a list of similarities 
and differences between two 
characters in a story you 
have read.

Key Knowledge

Explicit Stated clearly in the 
text.

Implicit Suggested but not 
directly expressed.

Recall Remember a fact, 

situation or event

Locate To find or discover a 

piece of information

Sequence To order events

Highlight To emphasise 

something important

Agree To have the same 

opinion about 

something

Disagree To have a different                        

opinion about 

something

Fact A thing known to be 

true

What am I being tested on for READING?

AO1 Find out things contained in texts.
Decide what are the most important points.
Work out other things from what is written.

AO2 Show I understand why the writer chooses 
particular words and what the effect of this is.

AO3 Show I can compare different writers’ 
viewpoints.

AO4 Show I can give my opinion about a topic or text, 
and give reasons for this.

Possible Sentence Starters

AO1 We learn in the text that….
The key points are….
I can also tell from what is written that…

AO2 I think the writer feels …

AO3: The first writer thinks….. in contrast the 
second writer believes…

AO4: In my opinion, the writer is suggesting 
that…because…



Mathematics Year: 7
Angles, Lines and Shapes (Ch7, Ch8 and Ch5) Term: 3 [Part 1]

BIG 
QUESTIONS

Why are there 
180 degrees in a 
triangle and 360 

degrees in a 
quadrilateral? 
How can you 
continue this 

further?

What are the four 
types of angles? 

Can you 
confidently draw 

these using a 
protractor?

When might you 
use a compass 

and protractor in 
maths?

Mathswatch Video Clips

Names of Angles – Clip 13

Measuring angles – Clip 46a

Drawing angles – Clip 46b

Key Terms and Vocabulary

Angle – the amount of turn between two lines and their 
common point

Point – An exact location

Perpendicular – at right angles

Parallel – always the same distance apart and never touching. 

Key Skills – you need to be able to:

• Understand and use angle properties of parallel lines

• Know the different types of angles

• Measure angles using a protractor

• Know that there are 360° in a full term, 180° in a half turn 
and 90° in a quarter turn

• Know that the angles in a triangle add to 180°



Mathematics Year: 7
Angles, Lines and Shapes (Ch7, Ch8 and Ch5) Term: 3 [Part 1]

Mathswatch Video Clips
Angles in a triangle – Clip 121

Properties of special triangles – Clip 122

Drawing a triangle using a protractor –
Clips 47 and 147



Mathematics Year: 7
Angles, Lines and Shapes (Ch7, Ch8 and Ch5) Term: 3 [Part 1]



Mathematics Year: 7
Angles, Lines and Shapes (Ch7, Ch8 and Ch5) Term: 3 [Part 1]

Mathswatch Video Clips
Polygons – Clip 10

Angle sum in polygons – Clip 123

Key Terms and Vocabulary

Interior Angles - angles inside the shape 

Exterior Angles - angles between the side of a shape and a line extended from the 
adjacent side 

Sum - total, add all the angles together 

Polygon - a 2D closed shape made with straight lines 

Regular - when a shape is regular all sides are the same length and all angles are the 
same 

Irregular - shape with sides of different lengths and angles of different sizes. 



Mathematics Year: 7
Decimals and Measures (Ch4 and Ch6) Term: 3 [Part 2]

BIG 
QUESTIONS

What 
does ascending
and descending 

mean?

Why is place value 
important when 

working with 
decimals?

What is a prefix? 
And how can you 

apply that 
converting units?

Mathswatch Video Clips

Multiplying and dividing by 
powers of 10 – Clip 30

Rounding to the nearest 10, 
100, 1000 – Clip 31

Reading scales – Clip 4

Ordering decimals – Clip 3

RoundingOrdering Decimals

It is important when 
comparing decimals to 

compare each digit which 
is in the same place value. 
For example, compare the 

tenths with each other 
because they are in the 

same place. 

Tip
Add digits when ordering decimals
The number of zeros tells you the 

number of places to move the digits

Estimation (using rounding)

Round numbers to 1 
significant figure first 

(the nearest whole 
number, ten, hundred 

or thousand)



Mathematics Year: 7
Decimals and Measures (Ch4 and Ch6) Term: 3 [Part 2]

Mathswatch Video Clips

Adding integers and decimals – Clip 17

Subtracting integers and decimals – Clip 18

Multiplying decimals – Clip 66

Dividing decimals – Clip 67



Science
Topic: Component 3 Outcomes 5-10 – Elements, Mixtures and Compounds
Year 7 Term 3

Big Ideas
• All matter in the universe is made of 

very small particles.

A mixture is two or more elements or compounds 
mixed together but not chemically bonded.

Filtration is a separation technique.
Filtration separates an insoluble
solid from a liquid.

Distillation is a separation technique.
Distillation is used to separate 
substances with different boiling points.

Chromatography is a separation 
technique. Chromatography is used 
to separate and identify substances 
within a mixture.

Evaporation is a separation technique.
Evaporation is used to separate a soluble
solid from a liquid.
Crystallisation involves the same process as 
evaporation, however the solution is heated 
until it has almost all evaporated. The 
remaining solution is allowed to cool and 
forms crystals.



An ore is a rock that contains a metal or a metal compound. 
Metals must be extracted from rocks. This can be done by using 
a blast furnace and heating them with carbon, depending on 
the reactivity of the metal. 
Some metals, like gold, are very unreactive and are generally 
found in their raw form. An alloy is a mixture of two or more elements, at least one of which 

being a metal. Alloys are generally harder than pure metals

Science
Topic: Component 3 Outcomes 5-10 – Elements, Mixtures and Compounds
Year 7 Term 3

Big Ideas
• All matter in the universe is made of very small particles.

The reactivity series shows the most and least reactive metals. 
Polymers are long chain molecules, that are made 
from monomers. 
Polymers can occur naturally in living things and can 
also be made by chemical processes in industry.
Plastics are polymers, so polymers can be 
extremely useful.
Many polymers are not biodegradable so lead to 
problems with waste disposal.

Metals are recyclable, this means that they can be used 
to make something new.
Recycling metals will cause a decrease in the amount of 
metals being extracted from their ores.
Recycling metals uses less energy and resources than 
mining for ores. 



Science
Topic: Working Scientifically 
Year 7 Term 3



Science
Topic: Working Scientifically 
Year 7 Term 3

Hazard symbols indicate how dangerous a chemical is 
and what level of care should be taken when handling 
them. 



History – Year 7 Term 3
Black Death and Peasants’ Revolt

BIG 
QUESTIONS
Why was the Church so 
powerful?

How did Medieval 
people believe you get 
to heaven?

What was Medieval Life 
like?

What did people believe 
caused the Black Death?

How did people try and 
cure the Black Death?

Was the Black Death all 
bad?

What might the Black 
Death have to do with 
Revolting Peasants?

Summary of the period
The Black Death killed over a third of England’s population within two years of its arrival in 1348. There were two types of 
plague. The Bubonic Plague would start with buboes spreading across the victim’s body, followed by blue or black patches 
of skin and vomiting before (most of the time) killing the victim. The Pneumonic Plague was spread by breath and attacked 
the lungs.  Today we know that the bubonic plague was spread by fleas living on rats that were moving throughout Europe 
on ships. Most medieval people thought God had sent the Black Death as a punishment for their sins. Others believed the 
alignment of the stars could explain it. Some people thought ‘miasma’ (bad air) was causing the disease.  As there was no 
real understanding of the cause, treatments were equally as far fetched, e.g. drinking vinegar, bleeding, ‘sweating it out’. 
Some doctors put frogs on the buboes to absorb the poison. Some doctors realised that draining the buboes could help 
cure a victim too. 
The Peasants’ Revolt
Having lost such a large section of the population during the Black Death, landowners found it very difficult to find enough 
peasants to work the land. Peasants knew they were in demand and began to demand higher wages at the pre black death 
rate.   In 1381, Richard II (14 yrs old) was King of England but left most of government to his uncle, John of Gaunt (an 
unpopular man who didn’t care about peasants). Gaunt raised a poll tax to help pay for war with France – it was very 
unpopular and when a royal official tried to collect the tax in Essex (May 1381) English peasants refused to pay and killed 
his clerks. Wat Tyler (a Yeoman from Kent) organised 4,000 rebels to join the rebels from Essex  and march to London to 
demand that the King change his mind. The rebels burned John of Gaunt’s palace and executed Simon Sudbury (Archbishop 
of Canterbury). 
Richard II met with the Rebels at Smithfield (15th June 1381); Wat Tyler was killed. The king promised to meet the peasants’ 
demands if they returned home. He later went back on his promises and had the leaders tracked down and hanged. The 
Peasants’ Revolt had failed but feudal England had been challenged!
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Key Dates

1347 The Black Death hits Venice (Italy) 
June 1348 The Black Death arrived in England (Dorset)
1351 Edward III introduces the Statute of Labourers
1381 The Peasants’ Revolt
15th June 1381 Richard II meets the rebels



Key Vocabulary
• Black Death
• A plague that devastated Europe in the 14th Century.
Buboes Onion shaped swellings that were usually the first symptom of the Black Death.
Miasma Theory that disease was caused by a poisonous cloud of ‘bad air’. 
Bubonic Plague The most common type of plague named after the buboes.
Pneumonic Plague A more deadly type of plague that attacked the lungs.
Flagellant A religious sect that punished themselves for sins by whipping their bodies
Peasants’ Revolt A major uprising across England in 1381
Yeoman A new class in Medieval England. Commoners who farmed their own land.
Poll Tax Everyone (rich & poor) paid the same amount. 

16

Homework Links

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlnGICw2Ta8
(A short clip about the spread of the Black Death in England, and with a specific look at Kent)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z7r7hyc/video
(A good clip about the Black Death from BBC Bitesize)

Exam Style Question

Explain two consequences of the Black Death.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlnGICw2Ta8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z7r7hyc/video


Geography Year: 7
Stepping into  Asia Term: 3

BIG 
QUESTIONS

1. Geographically 
describe where 
Asia is located, as 
well as at least 5 
countries within 
it

2. Describe 3 
physical 
geographical 
features found in 
Asia

3. Describe 3 
human 
geographical 
features found in 
Asia

4. Describe the 
population 
density of China 
and explain why 
it is like this

5. Compare the 
continent of Asia 
with another 
continent, in 
detail

17



Homework Links
1. Look, cover, 

write, check and 
remember the 
keywords listed 
below

2. Research the 
definitions of 
the keywords 
below and 
remember them
Key vocabulary

Country
Continent
Ocean
Relief
Population
Density
Sparsely
Densely
Social
Economic
Environmental

18



Subject: Art Year / Group: 7
Topic: Abstract and Colour Term: 3

BIG 
QUESTIONS
How do artists use 
colour?

Define the meaning 
of Abstract Art?

Can you create an 
Abstract 
composition?

What is special 
about the primary 
colours?

What is a tertiary 
colour?

How do the 
complementary 
colours work?

How does colour 
link to human 
emotion?

Overarching Big Question
Through a series of activities, 
students develop skills in 
observation, colour mixing and 
application of paint exploring Formal 
Elements COLOUR, SHAPE and 
COMPOSITION. They investigate 
examples of abstract art focusing on 
composition, message and meaning. 
Students will use their knowledge of 
colour theory, painting techniques 
and composition to create their own 
abstract art.



Homework Links 

Homework Booklet 2 'Homage to 
Bleriot' by Robert Delaunay 
(artist links to project through use 
of colour and abstract style) 
Duration- 30 minutes minimum 
on each of the 7 tasks (approx. 30 
minutes per two week cycle)

Key Vocabulary

I will learn the meaning of...
Primary/Secondary/
Tertiary/Complementary 
colours within the context 
of Abstract Art.

Space for subject key information – this can be set out as suits the department 

RECORD

I will learn to record...
• images and information appropriate to a given theme
• using wet and dry colour media 
• increasing my knowledge and understanding of how 

abstract artists use ‘Colour’ to create meaningful work
• ideas for an abstract picture

DEVELOP

I will learn how to develop...
• my knowledge and understanding of colour theory
• my drawing and painting skills
• use images and information to create abstract ideas
• ideas in response to a given theme, linking to artists 

work
• my higher order thinking skills

REFINE

I will learn how to...
• explore a range of media and techniques e.g. mixing 

secondary and tertiary colours, exploring colour 
harmonies, mix complementary colours together in 
order to create colour tone.  

• explore application of paint through techniques; wet into 
wet, wash, wet onto dry, dry brush etc. use of warm and 
cool colours to create depth/mood. 

• select ideas to adapt and improve using abstract 
composition

• develop a piece of work using painting techniques and 
colour in different ways

EVALUATE

I will learn how to...
• reflect on the development of my own work
• make connections between my own and abstract artists’ 

work
• suggest ways I could I improve
• evaluate artists using analytical writing skills and forming   

opinions

PRESENT OUTCOMES

I will learn how to...
produce a finished outcome inspired by Abstract Art



Creative Technology Year: 7
Drawing with thread portrait project Term: 3

BIG QUESTIONS
What is Texture?

List 5 different textures

Name 5 artists/ designers 
who used Textiles as part of 
their work.

Can you compare similarities 
and differences in textile art?

How does a thread drawing 
differ from a pencil drawing? 

Discover ways to record 
ideas using thread.

Name 3 types of stitches

What is Applique?

What are the pros and cons 
of sewing into paper?

Why is it important to 
practice a technique?

Can you create your own 
drawing with thread?

BRIEF: To investigate up to 5 different Textiles Artists and produce a series of 
sewn pictures using a variety of different stitches on paper or card. The subject 
matter will be portraits and simple figure designs. Collage and simple stamp 
printing could also be used to create a mixed media image.

Aim Higher:.
• Add extra biographical information about your chosen artists
• Make images original and unique
• Try a variety of textiles decorative  techniques
• Use Applique or collage techniques to add texture, pattern and interest
• Try stitching  extra detail, such as small beads, onto your portrait or figure

Research Textiles artists using the questions below to guide you: 
1. What does the term ‘Textiles’ mean?
2. Describe 3 different textiles decorative techniques.
3. Name 5 different Textiles Artists.
4. Choose two pictures by two different textiles artists and describe their 

appearance and how you think they were made (Are they stitched by 
hand or on a sewing machine? Have pieces of fabric or beads or sequins 
been added? Have fabric paints been used?)

5. What do YOU like about the two different artists styles? How might they 
influence your OWN textiles themed images?

TASK: Produce a series of Textiles Portraits of figure drawings in thread and 
mixed media. (Minimum of 3 different Textiles Pictures).
1. Produce a practice card of up to 3 different hand stitches 
2. Lightly sketch out the layout for your textiles picture on thick paper
3. Sew along the lines with thread.
4. Consider printing with rubber stamps provided in some of the lessons
5. Use collage or additional stitching to create background or solid shapes
6. Add final details such as beads or sequins
7. Photograph your work on class camera (or teacher will do this for you)
8. Complete analysis of your Textiles Pictures in your workbook

Dreams by Cathy Cullis

By Claire Coles

The devil you know
by Corrina Rothwell

Stitched portraits
by Eleanor Bowley

Louise Baldwin

By Rosie James

Eduardo Morales



Homework Links

Preliminary Drawing

Draw a self portrait either 
by sitting in front of a 
mirror or by drawing 
from a photograph. This 
drawing will be used as 
the starting point for your 
stitched drawing in 
lessons.

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=wfosxuah1uk

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=1kHzAh9sCH4

Key Vocabulary
Portrait Proportion 
Textiles Embroidery

Applique
Decorative 
Techniques

22

Stitching: Different Hand Stitching Techniques

Observational self portrait  - draw what you see, not what 
you imagine or remember. The key is to keep glancing up 
from your drawing to look at either yourself in the mirror 
OR the photograph you are working from.
Use light, sketched lines while you are mapping out the 
proportions of your face 
This is a sketch not a design so you do not have to render 
neatly, you can use expressive marks
Extension: Try a second portrait in a different medium, for 
instance watercolours or simply in biro, so that you can’t  
rub out ‘mistakes’

Running Stitch

Back Stitch

Chain Stitch

Lazy Daisy Stitch

Stem Stitch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfosxuah1uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kHzAh9sCH4


BIG 
QUESTIONS
What are 
nutrients?

.

Why should 
we have a 
balanced 

diet?
.

How can we 
follow the 

government 
guidelines?

Students will learn the nutritional needs of the body.

They will learn how to balance their diet.  This will lead to an understanding of the importance 
of nutritional foods.  An understanding of nutrient excess will be gained.

The government guidelines are key to a healthy lifestyle, students will learn how to apply these 
in their day to day activities.

Subject: Food Preparation and Nutrition Year 7    Term 3
Topic:            Live well. Nutrition and Government guidelines



Homework 
Links

Food a fact 
of life.

BBC Bitesize

Key 
Vocabulary

Eatwell 
Guide

Balanced 
Diet

Nutrition
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Potatoes, bread, rice, pasta or 
other starchy carbohydrates
Eat a food from this group at every 
meal. Go for wholegrain varieties.

Dairy and alternatives
Have some of these foods every day, e.g. a pot of 
yogurt and a cheese sandwich.

Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, 
meat and other protein
Eat some foods every day.

Foods high fat, salt 
and sugar
This type of food is 
not needed to be 
healthy. If eaten, 
have less often and 
in small amounts.

Fruit and 
vegetables
Eat at least five 
portions every day.

Oils and spreads
Eat in small amounts.

Hydration
Water and lower fat 
milk are healthier 
drink choices.
A max of 150ml of 
juice or smoothie a 
day.

The Eatwell Guide shows the 
proportions in which different 
types of foods are needed for 
a well-balanced and healthy 
diet.

Being active is 
important for 
health. 
Children 
should be 
active for 60 
minutes a 
day. 



c
a
r
b
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h
y
d
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a
t
e

Fat

water

Fibre Carbohydrates For energy

Protein For growth, repair, maintenance and 
energy

Vitamins and minerals Help fight diseases

Fat For warmth, insulation, and energy

Fibre Help digestion

Water Hydration

Don’t skip 
breakfast

Be active

Base meals on 
starchy carbohydrates

Eat lots of fruit and vegetables

Eat morE 
fish

Drink plenty of 
water

Eat less salt –
no more than 
6g a day

Cut down on 
saturated 
fat and sugar

Homework 
Links

Food a fact 
of life.
BBC 

Bitesize

Key 
Vocabulary

Eating 
guidelines

Eatwell 
Guide

Balanced 
Diet

Nutrition

GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES 
FOR A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Netball Terms: 1-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name THREE 

netball tactics/ 
strategies?

2) Can you explain where 
each position is allowed 
to go on court?

3) Could you act as a 
captain and lead your 
team using good 
communication skills?

4) What can Netball do to 
increase its popularity to 
compete with other 
sports?

Key Skills:
• Chest pass: W grip/ Step/Chest to 

chest/Follow through/ short distance
• Bounce pass: W grip/ Step/Chest to 

chest/Follow through/ Bounce before 
player/ short distance

• Shoulder pass: sideways on/elevation/ 
shoulder to shoulder/ step/ follow 
through/arch/ long distance

• Footwork:  Landing on alternate feet- first 
foot to land is the static pivoting foot   -
Landing on simultaneous feet – either foot 
can become static pivoting foot  -On the 
move – release ball before third step

• Getting free from their marker e.g. sprint 
into a space, sprint and feint

• Marking a player and a player with the ball
• Shooting: balance/height/line and aim/ flick 

and follow/ knee extension.

Leadership and Coaching:
• To run a three part warm-up
• To show good communication skills
• To take the lead in practices
• To have the opportunity to take on different 

roles e.g. player, coach, scorer, umpire

Key Rules in Netball:
• Netball is a 7-a-side game. 
• Players are given certain positions and areas they are 

allowed e.g. GA, GD, C, WA, WD, GS, GK.
• The netball is not allowed to go over a third without it 

being touched.
• To score a goal the GA or GS must be within the semi-

circle to shoot.
• You are not allowed to walk with the ball.
• You should be a metre away when defending a player 

with the ball.
• A centre pass is taken when a goal has been scored, it 

is alternated between the two teams. 

Teamwork and Respect:
• Follows guidance from others               
• Works well in a team
• Does not argue with the netball umpire
• Motivates others
• Fair in competition



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Circuit Training / Boxercise Terms: 1-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name the 

most relevant 
components of fitness 
associated with each 
exercise?

2) Why is it important to 
warm up and cool 
down?

3) List 5 benefits of taking 
part in circuit training 
once a week…

Key Principles of Circuit Training:
• A method of training which enables you to

develop muscular strength, muscular
endurance, power or aerobic endurance.

• Participants rotate around a series of
exercises (stations), including a set period
of time for work and rest.

• Benefits of circuit training: working all
muscle groups and components in
alternate system of stations allowing
recovery of muscles and capacity to exert
maximum effort; facilitates anaerobic
energy system.

• Can function as a skills or fitness
enhancing method with use of stations.

Fitness:
• Shows effort in exercise.
• Can conduct simple fitness tests.
• Know how to record and interpret fitness results

against normative data.
• Perform exercises safely.

Knowledge:
• Identify the basic muscles and demonstrate a stretch for

each.
• Know the difference between static and dynamic

stretches.
• Can identify and describe the key components of fitness

and demonstrate suitable exercise to improve each.
Leadership and Coaching:
• Can run a three part warm up.
• Devise and run a small circuit.
• Encourages and motivates others to work effectively.
• Good organisation and communication skills.
• Confident in different roles: Fitness Instructor,

measurer, motivator.

Lunges Sit-ups Press-Up

Star Jumps

PlankTricep DipSquats

Skipping



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Rugby Terms: 2-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name THREE 

rugby tactics/ 
strategies?

2) Can you explain the 
coaching points to 
complete a safe tackle?

3) Are you confident to 
coach, referee and 
score?

4) Why do you think 
teamwork is so 
important in a game like 
rugby?

Key Skills:
• Tackling: Socket to Pocket, Ring of Steel, Hit 

Low and Hard, Release when player is down.
• Passing: Soft Hands, Hands Up (W), Pass 

across Chest, Follow through to Target.
• Scrum: Used to restart the game after a knock 

on. Front Row (Prop-Hooker-Prop) Second 
Row (4-5), Flankers (Open Side - Number 8 -
Blindside)

• Ruck: Contest for the ball after a tackle is 
made. Must come through the gate, hands 
out.

• Line Out: Used to restart the game if the ball 
goes off the field. Hooker throws the ball 
down the middle of the two teams lines 
(Forwards).

Teamwork and Respect:
• Sets an example for others to follow.
• Very fair in competition.
• Always gracious in defeat and humble in 

victory.
• Works well in a team and supports their 

peers.
• Never argues with the referee.

Key Rules in Rugby:
• High Tackle: All tackles must be below the shoulder 

and you must attempt to wrap your arms around 
player, NO shoulder barges.

• Knock On: If you drop the ball it has to bounce 
backwards. Any knock on will result in a scrum.

• Pass Backwards: All passes have to go backwards. If 
you make a forward pass, it will result in a scrum.

• Off Side: Defenders need to make sure they are On 
Side, which is behind the “Gain Line”.

Leadership and Coaching:
• Can run a three part warm up. 
• Devise and run a small skill practice
• Encourages others 
• Good organisation skills 
• Good communication skills
• Confident in different roles: Coach, Referee, Scorer.



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Badminton Terms: 2-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name THREE 

different badminton 
shots?

2) Can you explain the 
differences between 
singles and doubles 
play?

3) Can you explain THREE 
rules in badminton?

4) What components of 
fitness do you think are 
the most important for a 
badminton player?

Key Skills:
Overhead Clear: Force opponent to rear of court, 
hit at highest point, follow through and stand 
side on.
Smash: Aim to skim net, hit at highest point in 
downwards direction and transfer body weight.
Drop Shot: Stand side on, skim net and land just 
beyond, light tap.
Backhand Shot: Backhand grip, aim for back of 
court, strong follow through and stand side on
Long Serve: Drop and swing at same time, aim 
for back of court, stand side on and start with 
racket at waist height.
Short Serve: Short back swing, aim to skim net, 
racket in front with backhand grip.

Leadership and Coaching:
• Can compare performance using key 

terminology and teaching points for a variety 
of sports and skills  

• Can use ICT to compare performance
• Know how to gain others attention 

Key Rules in Badminton:
• Singles: Court long and narrow  
• Doubles: Court short and wide for serving, whole court 

thereafter
• You can’t touch or cross the net 
• Can only hit the shuttle once when returning
• Games are played to 21 points
• Points are scored on every serve

Teamwork and Respect:
• Set examples to others in lessons and competitive 

games 
• Show fair in competition
• Respect officials’ decisions 
• Be gracious in defeat e.g. shake hands with each other



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Gymnastics Terms: 2-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name THREE 

important safety rules in 
gymnastics?

2) Can you combine 
different skills to create 
your own personal 
routine?

3) Why is a warm-up really 
important when taking 
part in gymnastics?

4) What components of 
fitness do you think are 
the most important for a 
gymnast?

Key Skills:
• Travelling: Moving around the hall using a 

variety of different, rolls, steps, slides and 
jumps. 

• Balance: Balancing on different body parts, the 
amount of body parts and performing partner 
balances with 2 or 3 peers.  

• Flight: Travelling through the air, using 
springboards as an aid.

• Routine: Combining these skills mentioned 
above to create a routine 

Leadership and Coaching:
• Can run a three part warm up. 
• Devise and run a small skill practice
• Encourages others 
• Good organisation skills 
• Good communication skills
• Confident in different coaching roles.

Key Safety Rules:
• Bare feet only
• Ensure equipment is safe and correctly put out before 

use
• Only 1 person at any one time on a piece of equipment
• Ensure you are confident and have the right amount of 

support before attempting any jumps, rolls and 
balances. 

Teamwork and Respect:
• Sets an example for others to follow.
• Very fair in competition.
• Always respect others whilst they are demonstrating 

their routine
• Works well in a team and supports their peers.



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Volleyball Terms: 2-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name THREE 

rules in volleyball?
2) Can you explain how to 

perform the set shot? 
What other skills can 
you perform?

3) Why is a warm-up really 
important when taking 
part in volleyball?

4) Volleyball is really 
popular in Brazil and 
USA, why do you think it 
is less popular in the 
UK?

Key Skills:
• Serve: Used to restart the game. Top tips - low 

body position, stand side on, hold ball in front, 
strike ball with heal of your hand, swinging 
from a low to high motion

• Set: Used to set a team member up for a 
spike. Top tips - hands above your head, fingers 
not palms, high elbows, height on the ball, hips 
and knees bent.

• Dig: Commonly used to prevent the ball from 
hitting the floor. Top tips - flat forearms, 
elbows locked, height on the ball, swing form 
shoulders, hips and knees bent.   

• Spike: Used commonly to score points, 
‘smashing’ the ball to the floor in the 
oppositions side of the court. Top tips - high 
elbow, close to the net, strike the ball down, 
high leap. 

Leadership and Coaching:
• Can run a three part warm up. 
• Devise and run a small skill practice
• Encourages others 
• Good organisation skills 
• Good communication skills
• Confident in different roles: Coach, Referee, 

Scorer.

Key Rules in Volleyball:
• 6 players on the floor at any one time – 3 in the front 

row and 3 in the bank row.
• There is a maximum of 3 hits per side.
• Players may not hit the ball twice in succession. (A 

block is not considered a hit.) 
• Players cannot catch, hold or throw the ball.
• Players cannot make any contact with the net – if this 

were to happen, the opposition team gain a point and 
the serve, if they do not already hold it. 

• If the ball hits the boundary line, it is in. 
• The team member in the ‘back right hand corner’ of 

the court, is the designated server. 

Teamwork and Respect:
• Sets an example for others to follow.
• Very fair in competition.
• Always gracious in defeat and humble in victory.
• Works well in a team and supports their peers.
• Never argues with the referee.



Physical Education Year: 7, 8 and 9
Outdoor and Adventurous Activities (OAA) Terms: 3-4

Big Questions:
1) Can you name THREE 

key principles you 
should also follow in 
OAA?

2) Can you explain how to 
use grid references to 
find specific locations?

3) How does OAA teach 
students the importance 
of communication and 
teamwork?

4) What are the potential 
dangers you might face 
when orienteering in 
open countryside?

Key Skills:
• To take on the principle of ‘Plan, do, review’ 

in problem solving activities
• To refine ideas and try different approaches 

to solving problems
• To orientate a map of the school field
• To use grid references to place markers out 

and to find codes
• To work as a team member
• Verbal and non-verbal communication skills

Leadership and Coaching:
• To run a warm-up appropriate for OAA
• To show good communication skills
• To consider the safety of self and others in 

the tasks set
• To take on a variety of roles e.g. leading, 

organising, managing

Key Rules in OAA:
• To follow the rules of orienteering and problem solving
• To follow the safety aspects of the tasks set

Teamwork and Respect:
• To listen to each others’ opinion and discuss ideas
• To motivate others to succeed
• To cooperate with others in solving problems
• To be fair in competition



Performing Arts Group: KS3
Drama Techniques/Production Elements Term: 3 

BIG QUESTIONS
What are Performance 
Skills and why are they 
used?
How can you use 
Performance Skills to 
create a character?
What are Drama 
Techniques and why 
are they used?
What are Production 
Elements and how can 
they enhance a 
performance?
What are stage 
positions and why are 
they important?
Can you name 4 types 
of staging?
How can staging types 
be used to enhance a 
performance?



Key 
Vocabulary

Performance Skills
Drama Techniques

Teamwork
Stage positioning

Types of stage
Proscenium Arch

Traverse
In The Round

Thrust 
Production 
Elements

Technical Elements

Types of staging in theatre
Proscenium Arch     In The Round

Thrust Stage                                   Traverse Stage

Production Elements
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